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#1 BESTSELLER!Ã‚Â This is a Writing Journal. It is perfect for writing poetry, notes, lists, or ideas

for your next book. Every page is the same as it is a JOURNAL--for you to fill in the pages. Each

lined page has the same inspirational message across the top to remind you to BELIEVE.Ã‚Â THIS

is the ORIGINAL with WIDE LINES.Ã‚Â (It is also available as College Rule by consumer

request.)Ã‚Â High-quality 55# paper allows for perfect absorbency with ink, gel pens, or

pencilPerfect for making lists, creating poetry, or writing down your life reflectionsEach journal

contains an inspirational message100 pages--like a 100-page paperback bookÃ‚Â Matte cover for a

professional finishPerfect size at 7"x10" -- LARGER than mostPerfect for gift-givingThis cover is

also available as a JOURNAL-College Rule, a PLANNER/Daily Gratitude Journal, a POCKET

journal, and as a DOUBLE Journal with double the pages.___________Ã‚Â RMJ Journals
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GREAT Notebook. Use it as a place to keep your daily to-do list, write your grocery list, keep track

of appointments. Not just a journal. With a scored cover, it is handy as an all-purpose notebook for

everyday use."The journals are not only splendid but, as a reference book, nothing is more valuable

to a writer than personal journals kept over extended periods of time." --Marguerite Quantaine "Yes!

I just love these journals! On your nightstand, in your car, beside your computer, near the door for

when you sit on the deck, or in the backyard, or at the beach, traveling anywhere. And each time

you open the journal or close the journal, you see a message of wisdom, humor, fun, and many

more covers. In addition, they make wonderful gifts. Check out the  page for all the great covers -



there&apos;s a theme for everyone you know." --Kieran York "Beautiful journal, wonderful high

quality. The inside pages are lined so nicely. I love the 7 by 10-inch size. It is so pretty to look at! the

colors just pop. I will be ordering more, for myself as well as gifts. How could I not at this fantastic

price and quality? You can use this for just about anything. List making, note taking in school. There

are so many beautiful covers to choose from. I love mine!" --Christine Dupre"Lovely journals. Can

be used as a planner or a notebook. The cover is thick with a nice feel--matte finish. Lined pages.

All around nice book to carry with you." --Kay Reads BooksYes, believe.Ã‚Â --

Always believe in yourself. You can do anything you put your mind to...I know.

I have switch eating lifestyles, going vegan, and I needed to lose a lot of weight. I decided to give

"journaling" a try instead of eating the wrong things. I love this journal. It greets me every morning

when I weigh in with confidence. I also use it throughout the day to record what I am thinking

instead of eating the wrong things. I have been using it now for 6 weeks and have stayed vegan and

I have lost over 34 pounds. I love this journal.

Love this journal. Suer cute and user friendly. Can be used as a regular or visual journal.

This is a perfect sized notebook with nice, thick pages. I love it!

Beautiful journal, wonderful high quality. The inside pages are lined so nicely. I love the 7 by 10 inch

size. It is so pretty to look at! the colors just pop. I will be ordering more, for myself as well as gifts.

How could I not at this fantastic price and quality? You can use this for just about anything. List

making, note taking in school. There are so many beautiful covers to choose from. I love mine!

Love the cover. Good price. Thin and easy to carry around. Will buy more!

I didn't realize it was a paperback. I would have liked it better as a hard back. My fault though. If you

are looking for a paperback journal its cute.

Love the design and 'inspiration' which is also on each page. Each page, lots of lines for writing,

way more than a school composition book. Wish was a hardcover book but it's like a paperback

cover but still great. Love it and it's well worth the cost!



My daughter in college wanted a journal for her college memories - she loves it! Nicer than expected
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